Freeborn and Family
The Shamasai Shard Awakens
by Tim Bancroft
TIMELINE

The events described here occur after Batu and Baray
defeat the experimental, Isorian combat nanospore on
Tanchen, as described in Plaguespore, and some way
before the events described in The Chryseis Shard. The
novelette detailing where Batu ﬁrst picked up the
Shamasai bionanocyte infection is The Claiming of
Shamasai, also on the Warlord website and, for
information on how the bionanocyte infection became
further corrupted by a
warlike AI, read the
story ‘Batu and the
SITAI’ in Open
Signal, the ﬁrst
Antares short
story anthology.
Notes: A yan is
approximately
ﬁve metres.

Batu and Baray

Spy

“Control, where is it?” Batu Delhren whispered the request
into his headset.

The response came directly to his aural implants from the
security control centre. “Your deck, port frame B-487. We’re still
struggling to get a precise ﬁx.”

Batu beckoned for his double-squad of vardanari to follow
him and led the way along the maintenance corridor. It was
dimly lit, the power not just optimised for low footfall but kept
at a level so that the environmental and life support displays
could be easily read. Unlike the PanHuman Concord, Freeborn
megaships such as the Radiance of Delhren did not rely on a
single IMTel for communication, nor a single method of
communication transmission. In Batu’s opinion the setup
made for more complex and less sophisticated ships than the
Concord. But much more secure. Less reliance on an active
nanosphere, he thought, then smiled. And gives us nice little
access routes through the innards of the ship
Batu and the guards paused at the closed iris and he pulled a
display up onto the surveillance panel set into the wall.
Beyond the iris was a crossways arterial passage, an ornate

corridor almost ten yan wide that arched to the same height.
At the apex of the arches were glowlights, the ceilings and
upper walls a cacophony of colours from holodisplays
projected from the stalls and drinking establishments that
lined the corridor.

The riotous hues were not limited to the displays, either: the
clothing and colours worn by the occupants covered the
whole spectrum, some humans even bearing rainbow feathers
– such genetic phenotyping currently in vogue aboard the
Radiance. He watched a House Oszon shipcaptain parade
down the centre of the corridor, her ornamental headdress
ﬂashing as its sensors kept track of everything around her. The
shipcaptain’s ﬂowing cloak ﬂoated as if blown by a breeze.
A suspensor ﬁeld in the cloak? thought Batu. Oszoni show oﬀ.
Then he chided himself as an unbidden memory rose to the
fore: the joys of Moralon Downport, his Spyker Corporations’
holdings in several of the more prestigious establishments, the
splendour of the holodisplays, the riot of colours. And my wine.
Maybe I ought to encourage the feather phenotype down there.
Someone cleared their throat behind him. “I can’t see
anything, sergeant,” he snapped.

“It’s Decurion Baray, now sire.” Baray pushed him aside and
moved the focus of the display. “And yes, there’s nothing
visible on the ground – or in the air.”

Batu covered his embarrassment: he had not searched above
ﬂoor level in the vast corridor. He took back control of the
screen and carefully panned the view along the higher levels.
Overhead ﬂew suspensor drones, some workers collecting
goods and produce to deliver, other drones idling through the
air, perhaps enjoying the multi-hued melange in a way that
humans could not understand. Flying amongst the drones
were humans riding suspensor discs – the faster skimmers
were banned in such heavily-populated corridors.
Oszoni Freeborn
command squad

What was not visible was any hint of their target. “It looks
quiet all over,” repeated Batu.
“We’re not going to know anything more unless we get a
better look, sire.”

“Thank you, decurion,” said Batu. He switched to his internal,
subvocal implant and ‘spoke’ to his internal interface that
connected him to the Delhren AIs and communication
systems. Such a neural interface was rare, given only to the
vard and innermost council of the Delhren – and to Batu, the
presumed heir apparent to the Delhren. “MyShard, unlock the
door.” There was a delay. “MyShard?” The door ﬁnally
unlocked. “MyShard, what took you so long?”
“I had to redirect the request through multiple routes.”

“To a door?” Batu could not help but snort his incredulity aloud,
earning him some querulous looks from his guard detail.
“Yes. Local control and monitoring shards are shutting down.”

There was a touch on his shoulder, Baray. She looked
concerned and gestured to her combat eyepiece. “Sire, our
combat shard interfaces have shut down.” She gestured to
the screen and Batu turned back to see the image fading. “As
is surveillance.”
“Damn. They must be right on us.” Batu drew his stunstick
and opened the iris – basic power was still available – and
peered out into the corridor. Lights were working and the air
still circulated amongst the crowds in the corridor but the
holodisplays had shut down. The noise had changed to a
disgruntled hubbub of complaint. “Not again! Comms are
down.”—”The databank’s oﬄine!”—”I can’t access my
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ﬁnances!” A stall-holder started yelling, angry. “Maintenance!
What do we pay our stall-fees for? Maintenance!”
“MyShard, can you get anything?”
“Get? Really, Batu.”

“Just tell me, MyShard. Stop arguing.”

“The local comms and security hierarchies are all oﬄine.
Implants, communications and nanosphere connectivity has
been shut down.”
“Why not you?”

“The Shamasai bionanocytes, I believe. They may be dormant,
but they have a lingering eﬀect on your implants. You should
know that by now, Batu.”
“Stop being a smart aleck, MyShard. Just tell me
what’s happening.”
“A selective nanosphere dampener.”
“A subverter matrix?”

“Similar, perhaps, but more sophisticated, targeted.”
‘How could you possibly know that, MyShard?’

“It has not shut down shipboard life-support, gravitational
generators nor most power and lighting. Further, the suspensor
ﬁelds on the drones are still operating. However, shipboard
surveillance, routine sensors and communications are down,
whether military or public. Moreover, the local dataﬂows and
management AIs have collapsed.” MyShard paused, added a
hefty sarcastic tone to its voice. “Is that enough justiﬁcation?”

Batu looked up. Whilst some drones were drifting to a halt,
none had crashed to the ﬂoor on dead suspensor ﬁelds. He
grunted. “Okay, MyShard. Show oﬀ.” He glanced around the
hallway, looking for anything out of place and felt Baray and
the guard slip out from the maintenance corridor to stand
behind him.

Isorian phase troopers

A glistening in the air caught his attention. Down the corridor
and on the opposite side was a localised shimmering like a
mirage, a warping in the air that was heading towards him
and his guards. It was the height of a human and as it moved it
stuck close to the sides, avoiding contact with the frustrated
stallholders and shoppers. “Can you see this, MyShard?”
“Yes, though I doubt other shard interfaces can. It is a moving
sensor dead zone.”

Batu nudged Baray, pointed to the shimmering haze in the air.
“There. You see it?”
She pulled down his arm. “Thank you, sir. We have, already.”
“You’d better take it from here, Decurion. I don’t know
team tactics.”

“Of course, sire.” She gave a quick smile. “I’d insist anyway.”
Her expression turned serious and she gave a series of ﬁnger
ﬂicks and hand gestures: Delhren battlesign.

The vardanari fanned out and split into two halves. One made
a line across the wide corridor whilst the others spaced
themselves out and sauntered towards the anomaly. They
began chatting to those in the broad corridor, calming them,
apparently just a security contingent trying to maintain order.
Baray followed them and Batu settled back against the wall
beside the door, content to wait for the guards to do the work.
The moving guards sauntered on past the mirage, then Baray
ﬂicked battlesign at the vardanari and they casually turned
and converged on their target. The ﬂickering shape moved
swiftly, still sticking close to the sides but now pushing locals
out of the way. Baray lifted her carbine. “Security, freeze!” Her
words were echoed by the vardanari. “Delhren down –
intruder alert!” Locals dropped to the ﬂoor whilst others
rushed to the corridor walls to escape a possible ﬁreﬁght. A
few visitors froze, no doubt bewildered by the activity.
The press of bodies near the wall forced the hazy shape away
from the wall and into the centre of the corridor. With no stalls
and less people in the way, the intruder could move faster.
“We will use lethal force,” shouted Baray. “Intruder, freeze!”

The hazy form of the intruder was trapped between the two
halves of Baray’s security squad. It hesitated, then charged
towards the open iris to the access passage, that from which
the team had stepped into the arterial corridor.
And besides which Batu was standing.

Now that it was running towards Batu, the shimmering
solidiﬁed to reveal a warped, humanoid shape wearing a mask.
At least it’s vaguely human, thought Batu. It was only then that
he realised the out-of-phase intruder was running directly
towards him, probably armed. He looked for a way to escape.
Don’t be a coward. He stepped forwards, instead, raised his
stun stick.
Baray snarled and dropped the aim of her carbine. “Get out
the way, sire! Drop!” Too late, Batu realised he was in the
guard’s line of ﬁre. He stepped backwards and his heel caught

in his cloak. He staggered, ﬂailed the stunstick to catch his
balance and fell over backwards, his limbs waving in the air
like an upturned crab. Running footsteps came closer. Batu
rolled, tried to get to his feet but slipped again on his cloak,
accidentally slammed the hilt of his stunstick onto the ﬂoor.
One of his boots caught the out-of-phase intruder in the shins
as it tried to leap over him. The intruder stumbled, twisted,
and fell onto the active end of the stunstick. Batu’s arm blazed
with pain as the stick snapped and drained all its power in a
single surge. The overloaded stunshock caught the intruder in
the stomach and there was a brief shriek.
The intruder struck the deck, immobile. Batu dropped the
stick, untangled his feet from his cloak and rolled away. His
arm was numb and tingling, dangling by his side. The hazy
shape of the intruder solidiﬁed to reveal an unconscious
Isorian in phase armour.

The crowds cheered lightly and clapped; Batu struggled to his
feet and bowed in pleasure.

The guards surrounded the Isorian spy as Baray came to stand
beside Batu. “That was, ah... diﬀerent, sire.”
“Nonsense, Baray. It was a damned good strike, knocked him
– it – oﬀ its horse, I’d say.” He smiled and waved to the curious
crowd gathering around them.
“Yes, sire. Just back away a moment, please.” Baray detailed
two of the vardanari to push back the crowd whilst the rest
covered the Isorian and stripped it of readily-seen weapons
before immobilising its limbs in primitive binders.

“Hah!” exclaimed Batu. He pointed to the physical restraints.
“Lucky you had those with you. I didn’t think of that.” He
rubbed his paralysed arm.

“Fancy me bringing non-intelligent binders when we’ve got a
roving node shutdown,” said Baray, then noticed Batu’s
frown. “Seriously, sir, it just makes sense to use something
that can’t be compromised.” She glanced at Batu’s arm.
“Nothing broken, I take it? You get some nasty neural
feedback when those stunsticks go haywire. It’ll fade.” She
turned to the prisoner and examined the restraints.

“Thank you for your concern, Decurion,” said Batu. He turned
away, tried to ignore the tingling sensations as feeling
returned to his arm.

The guards stepped away from the unconscious Isorian and
Baray prodded its armour with her boot. “I know you can hear,
Isorian, though talking might be diﬃcult, right now. So be
good and shut oﬀ your nanosphere dampener, your subverter
or whatever it is. There’s absolutely no point keeping it active.
Freeborn and Family
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When you’ve done that, we’ll take you somewhere a bit more
comfortable for you to recover.”

The ﬁgure did not move but exclamations broke out around
them as the local nanosphere and communications backbone
reintegrated themselves.
“Batu, I am now reconnected.”

“Wonderful. MyShard, tell control we have the intruder. And tell
maintenance it wasn’t their fault systems kept failing, that it
was just a spy.” He stepped back beside Baray. “What do you
suggest now Decurion?”
“Now sire, we take him back for interrogation.” She waved to
the squad, must have muttered orders into her headset. They
lifted the slack ﬁgure and dragged it into the access corridor.
“Do follow us, please.” Her carbine twitched and Batu could
not decide if the her words were a request or an order.

Batu gave a last bow to the traders and visitors in the corridor
and followed Baray. Some mobility had returned to his
numbed arm and he rubbed his hands together in a disguised
attempt to restore further feeling. “I’ve never watched an
espionage interrogation. Do you think they’d let me sit in for
the experience, Decurion?” I will try, at least, to do what I have
been tasked with doing.
“Sire, you’re the best bionanocyte expert we have.” Baray
rolled her eyes in exasperation. “I really recommend that you
pay more attention to the detail in our orders. They came
from the top, Jarain Tridethe himself.”

“Don’t be impertinent, Baray. Of course I read our orders.”
Batu turned away to hide his embarrassment. “I may be
infested with the, the... Shamasai Dust, but that doesn’t mean
I know anything about Isorian, bio-silicon nanospore.”
“But you do know more than most, sire.” Baray frowned at
him. “Sire, you do realise that you are supposed to be running
the interrogation?”
Batu stared at Baray in surprise. She sighed and shook her
head. “Sometimes, sire, I despair.”

Captive

Batu watched Baray’s squad secure the Isorian spy in the
centre of the specialist interrogation chamber and ran over
the interrogation procedures MyShard had procured for him.
There was far too much detail so he had MyShard précis them
into a focus on counter-espionage and Isorians. Even so, he
had to concentrate on the headline points.
Right now, Batu was keeping out of the way in the observation
room. The interrogation chamber was isolated from the rest of
the ship, a silenced, spheroid chamber within a surrounding
vacuum shell. The chamber was dead to nanospore, the
surrounding shell swept clean by a complex array of
military-grade, Freeborn nanophages – nanospore that were
barely intelligent, lacked communication and had a single
function: total nanosphere sterilisation. Physically, there was
only one entrance to the chamber, a ﬂexible, transparent
umbilical that was only connected when visitors or guards had
to enter or leave. It should be secure, he thought.
Batu fiddled with the controls, turning the walls of the outer
chamber black and opaque to the captive. The floor was
already turned to a reflective, oily, metallic sheen, the
colours designed to be unsettling to human visual
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perception. At least, thought Batu, it makes me feel sick. He
shut off the display.
Baray was the last to leave the chamber, the umbilical
passage retracting behind her to leave the central globe
isolated. Batu waited for her to be processed by the local
sterilisation transmat in the corridor outside. An all-clear
ﬂashed on the observation wall before him and, moments
later, she strode into the observation room. “Ready, sire.”
“Yes, I saw. Is he fully isolated?” Batu waved at the ship
around him. “And are we sure he doesn’t have a transmat
homer beacon in his head?”

“There are some odd signals, sire, which may just be because
he’s a specialist Isorian spy. But the Radiance has solid
countermeasures: any homer signal would...” She trailed oﬀ.
“Let’s just say he’d have to be covered in signal spore to be
picked up through the ship’s shielding. Especially whilst in
that cell.”
“So he’s staying put,” said Batu, gravely. “Good. I want to
leave him there for a while.” Baray rolled her eyes at the
seriousness in his tone, so he hurried on. “He’s safe to be left
alone, I take it?”

Baray sighed. “Sire, if he wanted to die, he could have
requested what’s left of his personal spyshard to poison him.
Frankly, he could also have caused much more trouble when
we secured him in the chair. He wants to stay alive.”

“I meant – never mind.” Batu stared at the spy. “I wonder why
he wanted to be caught, then?”
‘Wanted, sire?’

“Sorry. I didn’t realise I said that aloud.” Batu waved a ﬁnger
at the prisoner. “He didn’t realise I was part of the detail”—and
if he did, he must have realised I was the weakest link—”but he
didn’t open ﬁre on us. What’s more, he never really went
anywhere that might have caused real damage.”
Baray looked at him incredulously. “Sire, he tried to gain entry
to the Navigator Guild’s secure facility! He’s been hanging
around the Algoryn Quarter and the core corridors for days.”
“Exactly. He tried and failed. A competent spy who fails on
such easy tasks? Besides, what can he get from the Algoryn
quarter that he can’t get anywhere else?”

Baray tapped her ﬁnger against the butt of her pistol. “Access
to visiting Ma’req?”

“When they come – the Ma’req are not exactly popular, you
know.” Batu looked thoughtful and drummed his ﬁngers
against the observation wall in an echo of Baray’s movement.
“Our visitor remained phased for as long as he could, which
suggests nefarious activity, perhaps theft or intelligence
gathering rather than actual contact.” He snorted. “Anyway,
the only real secret the Ma’req know that is linked to the
Navigator Guild are Antarean gate locations.”

“Shamasai being the latest.” Baray nodded. “But the only
Ma’reqi alive who know anything about the Shamasai gate
have left the ship.” She looked surprised for a moment. “Good
point, sire.”
See, Decurion, I’m not as dumb as you think! “So why?”

“Shamasai’s going to haunt us for a long time,” murmured Baray.

Algoryn general Tar Es Janar leads his troops to battle

“You’re telling me that?”

“Sorry, sire. I was thinking. The question becomes: why does
an Isorian, or the Senatex as a whole, want to know anything
about a long-dead civilisation like that on Shamasai?”
“And the answer: the bionanocytes,” said Batu, glumly.

“We – you – destroyed the experimental nanophages on
Tanchem. They’d be looking to ﬁnd out how, absorb
functionality into their own bio-silicon nanospore. Going to
Shamasai will just give them a headache.” She rubbed her
forehead then put her hands on her hips and faced Batu. “Sire,
it’s you they want: a living alternate to integrating or
inﬁltrating a Concord-style nanosphere.” She looked absent
for a moment, her lips moving almost silently as she used her
own comms implant. “Sire, I’ve notiﬁed Intelligence Control
that you might be the target.”
“Thanks,” said Batu, drily. He thought for a moment. “The
Isorians may not be aware that the bionanocytes have fused
with me, that it’s not the same situation as they had with
the Tsan Kiri. I was the only infected person who survived,
don’t forget.”
“How can I?”’ said Baray, an edge in her voice.

Batu glanced at her, saw her eyes go distant. “Your squad.
Sorry.” He cleared his throat. “MyShard, ask intelligence for all
their data on Isorian interest in bionanocytes, analyse it, ﬁnd out
any intentions or patterns.”
“Very well. It may be a lengthy task.”

“Co-opt resources from the Intelligence AIs.”

“Of course, Batu. Why didn’t a humble shard implant working
for Delhren Intelligence think of such an option?”

Batu growled aloud, startling Baray. “Cut the sarcasm,
MyShard.” He smiled apologetically. “Not you, Decurion.” He
straightened. “If our prisoner is as good as I suspect, I think we
might need to interrogate him sooner rather than later.”
Hours later, an exasperated Batu turned oﬀ all communication
with the isolation cell. “He’s not responding at all!”
“I thought the ‘What sort of amateur have they sent down
here?’ questioned summed it up, nicely,” said Baray. Batu
glared at her and Baray raised her eyebrows in feigned
innocence. “His words, sire, not mine.”

Batu clenched his teeth. “I’m not sure I need reminding. I was
doing everything by the book, too.” He looked at the prisoner,
now dozing in his chair. “I give up. I mean, look at him. He’s
obviously a well-trained professional.”

“Most spies are,” said Baray, drily. Batu looked at her wearily
and she relented. “Sire, it’s the book that’s the problem. It’s
how newly-trained interrogators work and experienced spies
are trained to counter it.” She gestured towards the Isorian.
“You’ve seen his eyes; he’s even been ‘typed with nictating
membranes so he can shut out the light display. I wouldn’t
be surprised they’ve done something similar to his ears and
nociceptors. His phenotype is probably based on that of
their snipers.”
Batu grunted. “I get the message. And given he’s from the
Senatex we can’t be certain we’ve shut down all of his
biosilicon implants, anyway.”
“Yes, sire. And even if we managed to disable all his
implants, he’s probably got enough Tsan or Isorian
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An Isorian phase sniper takes aim.

who wished to trade with the vardos. Cost and security
concerns justiﬁed giving such trading partners room on a
specially built supercruiser but, over time, the ex-pats and
delegations tended to congregate with their own, creating
enclaves that resembled their own worlds.

Capturing the spy helped the concept coalesce in Batu’s mind.
Safety and security amongst their own, a level of comfort. All
the embassies to the varda delhreni are in one place, too,
somewhere they can watch each other and complain about
espionage straight to the top, to Jarain.
The thought raised a suspicion. “MyShard: contact Jarain
Tridethe to see if he authorised the prisoner’s release?”

“The request from the Isorian Ambassador was routed via the
Head of Security’s oﬃce. Jarain Tridethe had to have approved it.”
Batu sighed. My ﬁrst interrogation, and it’s going nowhere. He
stared at the prisoner, again: the Isorian was calmly
meditating. And they only know he was captured because he
dropped oﬀ their surveillance radar, became incommunicado.
An idea crystallised and he grinned. “I wonder...”
rephenotypes to cope with anything we could throw at him.
He’s only barely human.”
Batu regarded the prisoner with frustration. “So there’s
nothing we can do short of reprogramming and genetically
retyping him. That would take months!”
“Batu, we have an emergency call.” The normally
imperturbable MyShard sounded anxious.

Batu closed his eyes the easier to focus. “What is it,
MyShard?”

“It is the Isorian Ambassador, Batu. He is asking why we have
illegally detained a citizen of the Senatex and demands we
release him.”
“He’s a spy!”

“Apparently he is on the embassy staﬀ. A cultural attaché.”
“A what?”

“Attaché, the role spies are traditionally assigned. It makes it
easier for either side to know who to spy on, I believe.”

“Great,” muttered Batu. He opened his eyes to see Baray’s
gaze focus at the same time. “I take it you just got that, too?”

She nodded. “As there’s no way to deny the claim, we really
ought to follow the Ambassador’s request. Our security –
shard isolation – makes it too easy for foreigners to keep track
of their own: with their shard connections and localised IMTel
they stand out like a skark in a nestful of threkey pups.”
Batu smiled at the allusion. “I hate threkeys. Too much fur;
eyes too big.”
“So do I, sire, but you understand what I am saying.”

Batu sighed, nodded to the Isorian. “So he must have dropped
oﬀ the Isorian’s sensors when he entered that room.” He
thought through the justiﬁcation for having so many diﬀerent
embassies on the huge homeship, the Radiance of Delhren.
‘Business Is as Business Demands’ was the motto, demanding
that the Delhren have somewhere with facilities for anyone
6
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Disintegration

“I have to protest, sire,” said Baray as the isolation lock sealed
them oﬀ of the rest of the ship.

“Objections noted,” said Batu. “Now kindly keep your complaints
to yourself, Decurion.” Their prisoner looked up in interest, could
not help but have heard them arguing. The mechanicallycontrolled door irised open – no ﬂexmetal allowed here – and
Batu stepped into the chamber. He sniﬀed, as if contemptuous of
the smell, then strode purposefully across the now plain deck to
stand in front of the Isorian. He crossed his arms.
Baray entered and stood by the door, her arms ﬂexed. Her
expression was grim and she regarded Batu with anger.
“Well, Mr Isorian,” said Batu. “We’re afraid that your trip
has failed.”
The prisoner raised his eyebrows in interest.

“Everyone tells me I’m wrong, but it’s no real breach of security
to say that no-one here has any knowledge of the Shamasai
gate location, not even me. It’s been all over the infovids – a
Ma’req frigate and all its crew wiped out, after all – but what you
don’t know is that the place is so dangerous I’ve had the location
forcibly suppressed in my memories.” Batu leant against the
edge of the now transparent wall. “Security has also wiped the
ship’s databanks and there are no crew left in this system who
can possibly give you the information you want. Even the
Ma’req survivors have no idea: the location was kept as a secret
between me and the – now deceased – captain and navigator.”
Batu took a deep breath. “So your time here was wasted.”
The prisoner said nothing, but smiled, faintly.

What’s he still so smug about? “What’s more,” said Batu, “I
think it’s pretty stupid of you checking out the Algoryn
quarter. The Ma’req are exiles, chased out of the Prosperate’s
enclave as soon as they come anywhere near.”
The Isorian shrugged, a barely perceptible movement.

Batu suppressed a rising frustration. I’m getting some reaction,
at least. “So we have to wonder why you entered the
Prosperate’s diplomatic territory in the ﬁrst place.”

The Isorian looked away as if examining the isolation chamber.

“We asked them.” Batu paused. “And the Prosperate
diplomats were a bit annoyed, to say the least. Said they’d
never seen you and are now demanding to interrogate you,
‘properly’, whatever that means.” He gestured towards Baray.
“My Decurion, here, wants to throw you to the wolves, to coin
an expression, and hand you back to the Algoryn as having a
reasonable justiﬁcation. Me?” He shrugged. “I think you’re
incompetent so can’t be bothered.”
“Sire!” barked Baray. She stepped forward.

Batu held up a hand to keep her back. He smiled at the
Isorian. “She’s touchy, as you can see. But I think you’re a
waste of time.”

The Isorian nodded, slowly. When he spoke, his voice was thick,
heavily accented. “I take it you are about to release me, then.”
“And throw you oﬀ the ship. Yes.”

The Isorian stood. Baray stiﬀened, but their prisoner merely
twisted round and oﬀered his bound wrists. “Can you release
me from these antiquated cuﬀs?”

Batu fumed but tried to suppress any display of emotion. You
arrogant little skark! Nothing I’ve said has made a diﬀerence. “I
will make sure security deals harshly – terminally – with all
future inﬁltrations of this type.”

“I’m sure,” muttered the Isorian as Baray unfastened the cuﬀs.
He rubbed his wrists as she released the straps around his
ankles, then he shook his feet, one by one. “Thank you.” His
voice was slurred and Baray glanced at him sharply, but he
just gave her the faint smile, again.
What is up with him? wondered Batu. He waved the Isorian
forward towards the umbilical corridor. “That way. The guards
are outside.”

The prisoner shuﬄed forward. Baray glanced at his unbound
legs and stepped in between him and Batu, waited for him to
pass. They followed the Isorian through the tunnel and into a
reception area where a delegate from the Isorian embassy
was waiting with their bodyguard.
“Your member of staﬀ,” growled Batu to the delegate.

The delegate smiled. “The ambassador will be pleased.”
He glanced at the freed prisoner. “Were you harmed
or mistreated?”

“No,” slurred the spy. “I was bored to death, almost, but this
one is useless.” He gestured to Batu, his movements slow.
He’s acting drunk. Thought Batu. Why?

The delegate looked scandalised, wrung his hands. “I so
apologise, Prince Batu.” He rounded on the spy. “Do you know
who this is?”
The spy swayed on his feet. “No? Should I?”

“Yes! Show a little deference to our host. This is Batu Delhren,
of the domas tsulmari, a prince amongst the vardos delhreni.”
The spy hung his head, bowed in deference and turned to
face Batu. He held out his hand. “Please accept my
heartfelt apologies.”
Batu reached out, instinctively took the hand. Baray lunged
forward, shouted. “No!”

Batu tried to pull his hand away, but it was as if the spy’s
hand was bonded solidly to his own. He glanced down: the
skin on the Isorian’s hand and wrist was dissolving, ﬂowing
over his own gloves and clothes and up his arm. “Help!” He
tugged backwards, but only succeeded in pulling the Isorian
with him and crashing to the ﬂoor, bringing Baray down on
top of them both.

Isorians scour through wreckage, unaware of danger lurking behind the ruined walls.
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Around them alarms shrieked, warning lights strobed. A wall
speaker burst into life. “Intruder alert. Nanospore inﬁltration
detected. Abrupt increase in intrusive nanospore. All citizens
to report to nearest transmat station for sterilisation.
Evacuate this area. Repeat...”
The Isorian wrapped his other arm around Batu as Baray
grabbed hold of him around the neck. The vardanari raised
their weapons, tried for a clear shot but there was too much
movement. Batu caught a glimpse of the Isorian delegate
backing away cautiously, the expression on his face one of
interest rather than horror.

“What are you doing?” gasped Batu. The spy was dissolving
into microscopic particles of a grey and pink nanospore that
ﬂowed all over Baray and Batu. “You’re… you’re committing
suicide!” He tried to roll away but it was as if he was glued to
the spy.

“I am uploaded,” croaked the spy. “I will be reborn.” There was
pain in his bloodshot eyes. “For the Senatex,” he whispered.
Then his mouth and head dissolved into the spreading pool of
concentrated nanospore.
Batu and Baray struggled to their feet. The thick layer of
nanospore felt slippery to the touch, like oil, though it did not
ﬂow onto the ﬂoor. “Stand clear,” shouted Baray to the
vardanari. They stepped back.

“What is happening?” shouted Batu. The spore ﬂowed up over
his face and he tried to wipe it away. Baray was trying to do
the same.
The question was answered by the urgent voice of the
Radiance of Delhren. “Warning to all personnel in
interrogation area. Evacuate immediately. Massive upsurge in
transmat homer nanospore detected. Immediate cleansing
recommended. All personnel, evacuate via the nearest
transmat.” Warning lights ﬂared into the red and klaxons
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sounded. The ceiling morphed into a distributor and released
a concentrated spray of nanophages.
“Oh, damn,” said Baray, resignedly. She reached out to hold
Batu tightly. “Those odd emissions we detected? They were
myriads of transmat homer nanospore.” She held up her
ﬁngers and the oily ﬁlm of nanospore ﬂowed to cover her
gloves. “We’ve been target locked.” A bright sphere of light
appeared, consolidated around her and Batu.

Then the pair of them disappeared from the Radiance of Delhren.

Senatexis

Batu and Baray resolved onto a transmat pad. She
immediately grabbed his collar, dragged him to one side and
threw him against a wall. She looked around, but there was no
cover in the plain, white-walled room in which they found
themselves. She shifted herself to stand between him and the
only door they could see.
Nothing happened. They looked around the room: a transmat
receiver with no controls; plain, white walls; a huge door with
a basic control pad; silence. Baray relaxed and ﬁnally released
Batu. He brushed his sleeves. “Well, at least that disgusting,
oily, homer spore has gone.”
“Probably wiped by a sterilisation function in the transmat
processor. Military or Freeborn tech, I guess.” Her voice was
low. “And keep your voice down.”
“Where are we?” whispered Batu.

“Don’t whisper, it carries too far. Just speak quietly. And I
don’t know.”

Batu swallowed. “We can’t be too far away. The Radiance’s
shielding should have blocked transmat snatches.”
“We were absolutely covered in homer spore, sire. It must
have given out a huge signal to lock on to.” She gestured

around at the small room. “There are no controls for the pad,
and nothing responds to my shard requests. This is a remotely
controlled transmat, a secure transmission area.”

“You mean a transmat for prisoner transfer,” said Batu. And we
are the prisoners. “MyShard, please try and contact anyone.”
There was a mental sigh. “I have been trying to do that for the
last ﬁve minutes, Batu, but with no success.”
“MyShard, you are rude at times.”
“Maybe. But useful.”

Batu sighed. How could an embedded intelligence make a
simple mental communication sound so smug and superior?

“Wait here,” said Baray. She walked up to the door, tapped
the control pad beside it: nothing happened. She shrugged.
“Well, it was worth a try.”
“Can’t you take it apart?”

Baray raised her hands to show him her plain tunic and lack
of tools and weapons. “We were interrogating a prisoner,
remember. I have nothing on me.”

“Walk with me, Prince Batu – that is, if your bodyguard
permits.” The senatexis gracefully gestured Batu to walk
beside them.

Batu glanced at Baray who scowled, then nodded. “If they
wanted to do us harm, they’d have done it by now.” Batu
stepped beside the senatexis and the group walked slowly
down the wide corridor. Like the room they had just left its
walls were plain, though the colours subtly shifted through
pastel hues as they passed.

Batu was regarded as having good deportment –
a requirement amongst senior members of the Delhren – but
he felt gauche and clumsy beside the sinuously graceful
strides of the Isorian NuHu. “You have me at a disadvantage,”
he said, the formal words coming easily and giving him
conﬁdence. “I am, indeed, Prince Batu Delhren of the
Delhren, but you are...?”
“I am Senatexis Dyoralaym, of the line of Misa Isoriym.”

“Oh, yes. Interrogation protocol.” Batu resisted the urge to
pat down his own tunic, remembered how thoroughly Baray
had searched him whilst insisting he, too, adhere to the
same protocols. “If you ask me, those interrogation
protocols leave much to be desired. They were useless in our
case.”

“Hush,” said Baray. She tilted her head. “Someone’s coming.
Back away from the door.” She pushed him to one side of
the doorway, stood before him and lowered herself into a
combat stance. Batu crouched behind her.

A speaker chimed. “There is no need for that Decurion Baray.
You are being observed.” The voice was accented with harsh
plosives, short vowels.
“That’s an Isorian accent,” said Batu.

“You don’t say.” Baray sighed, straightened. “Fine,” she
called, but barely relaxed her arms.

“Decurion Baray, please stand down. Do not even think of
jumping us as we come through the door. We do not want to
restrain you but will do so if necessary.”
“Better do as they say,” said Batu.

Baray relaxed, put her hands by her sides. “That better?”
The doors slid open to reveal monstrous, spider-like
creatures bearing massive equipment around their neck.
Organic drones hovered overhead, their focus on Baray.
“Damn,” said Baray. “Tsan Ra. Assault troops, too.” She
shook her head. “Sire, there’s nothing I can do against
them.”

Behind the Tsan Ra stood a robed human, a NuHu with its
androngynous, slender hands clasped before them. A
nano-drone orbited above the senatexis’ head.
Baray shook her head and shrugged. “We’ll go quietly.”

The senatexis smiled. “This way then.” The alien troopers
parted to allow passage, their hooves loud on the deck.
Baray stepped forward.
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Batu tilted his head in respect. “An ancient lineage, indeed. I
am honoured to meet you, Senatexis. I take it you are true
Senatexis, a member of the council of the Senatex?”

The NuHu gracefully inclined their head in acknowledgement.
“How perspicacious of you, Sir Batu.”
Batu thought a moment. “I take it we are already on our way
to the Antares gate.”
“How delightful it is that you have an insight into
such subtleties.”

See, Baray! I do know something about this level of corporate
politics. Batu tried to look embarrassed. “We do have
gunboats at the gate, you know. They will suspect – and will
stop you.”

“And we have announced our departure from the system with
a Senatex council member in residence. Not even House
Delhren would dare rupture diplomatic protocol and insist on
a shipwide search.”
Batu sighed. “And I guess you’ve now denied all knowledge of
the homer nanospore and the dead spy.” He followed the
NuHu round a corner, Baray and the Tsan Ra bodyguard
clumping behind. “What do you want?”
“Aah, you elucidate such a perfect instantiation of the fabled
mercantile directness. Prince Batu, you entertain me.”

“I am pleased to do so.” Batu’s tone dripped sarcasm. “I, too,
ﬁnd our discussion immensely entertaining. So I ask again: why
did you snatch us and sacriﬁce one of your spies to do so.”
“Sacriﬁce? Oh, no, Prince Batu, there was no real sacriﬁce as
humans might expect: a simulacrum of his mind is preserved
within the IMTel. We can all retrieve his likeness whenever we
wish, share a conversation, even download him to a drone
body should he decide to do so. Spy Merra Xil was perfectly
willing and will be honoured.”

“A substrate separation.” Batu shivered. “A hollow
existence. Dangerous.”

“Not at all. One suspects your experience with the SITAI has
tainted your opinion.”

“You can switch him oﬀ whenever you like,” interrupted Baray
from behind them. “He’s IMTel controlled, not IMTel
integrated.” Her expression was grim, her eyes constantly
ﬂickering from side to side as if looking for escape. “That’s
why we’re Freeborn – I won’t have any truck with that sort of
mental slavery.”

The NuHu’s smile remained ﬁxed, as if it was still amused at
such an interruption. Nonetheless, its gaze brieﬂy ﬂickered
from Batu to Baray and back. “I presume you deliberately
tolerate such insubordination amongst your inferiors, Sir Batu?”

Batu chewed his lip. This Senatexis is deliberately trying to split us
and avoid negotiation. “MyShard, words, please.” MyShard’s
quiet voice fed words into his aural implant and Batu waited to
understand before repeating them. “I believe that Senatexis
NuHu occasionally aﬀect a utilitarian attitude towards those
they consider inferiors, us humans. However, I can assure you
that Decurion Baray and I have been through a lot together,
even saved each other’s lives. We will not be easily sundered.”
Batu swallowed. “MyShard, was that really necessary?”
“Yes, Batu. It was. It’s echoing his sentence structure. Keep up.”
Batu cleared his throat. “I ask again, Senatexis: what do you
want from us, from me?”

The NuHu halted and its smile faded. The escort stopped in
step with the NuHu, no doubt synchronised through the same
IMTel military shard. Dyoralaym stared down at Batu. “I
believe you know why.”
“Maybe I do, but I prefer not to guess in negotiation.” I am
Freeborn. We always negotiate, you arrogant, foolish NuHu!

“Your merged implants, of course. They are a
distorted product of wildly competitive
technologies, primarily Freeborn ﬁrmware fused
with Shamasai bionanocytes.”

Batu thought a moment. “You want to know how
my bionanocytes aﬀect your Isorian biosilicon
constructs? Whether you can use them.” He paused
for eﬀect. “It’s all about Tanchen. You want to know
what happened at Tanchen.”

The NuHu merely inclined its head. “You are, of
course, correct. Amongst other important
questions we need to know what happened to our
combat nanophages, the nature of their interaction
with the Shamasai Dust.”
A sound of disgust came from behind them. “How
to make them more eﬀective, you mean.” Baray
glared at the Senatexis. “I strongly recommend you
don’t try and mess with it,” she said. “You’ve not
seen Shamasai or Tanchen, what happened when it
woke up. It’s dangerous. The bystanders – Batu’s
allies – were lucky to live.”

Tsan Ra Torus squad
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Dyoralaym’s faint smile returned. “It is only
dangerous under uncontrolled conditions outside of
a suitably equipped laboratory. ” It pointed to the
corridor wall and a doorway morphed open. Beyond

could be seen a central operating table, vine-like restraints,
monitoring equipment around the walls, a hovering
medi-drone, all with the soft, organic curves and growths of
Isorian technology. Batu shuddered.

“Please enter,” said Dyoralaym. “It is perfectly safe.” The
NuHu gestured inwards, but Batu hesitated. “Do not think
your Shamasai dust will help you. You have been monitored
all the way: it is dormant, has not reacted to your capture at
all. Perhaps it wants to merge with us, a higher technology?”
The NuHu gave Batu a supercilious smile and gestured to the
Tsan Ra.

A trooper stepped forward, loomed over Batu and pushed him
inside the laboratory. He stumbled from the strength of its
push. Another trooper stepped forward to catch him and
Baray reacted. She leapt forward, twisting in the air as she
wrenched a plasma pistol from the Nu Hu’s holster. She rolled,
twisted, turned and pulled the trigger.
The weapon would not ﬁre, no doubt attuned only to the
Isorian combat shard. She grasped Batu’s shoulder and made to
pull him out, back into the corridor and away from the escort.

Searing rays of white light lanced from the nano-drone. One
hit her and she yelped, collapsed to the floor at Batu’s feet.
Her limbs twitched and she shook, stunned. A Tsan Ra leapt
over her, pulled her to her feet and held her against a wall in
the laboratory. Vine-like restraints extruded from the
flexible material and whipped around her body. The Tsan Ra
backed away.
Dyoralaym’s expression was pained. “Please, stop these
histrionics and everything will proceed so much more
smoothly.” The NuHu waved towards Batu. “Strap him to the
table. I am tired of speaking to lesser humans.”
Once more the Tsan Ra advanced, their human-like middle
limbs reaching for him. Batu slumped in resignation.

Reintegration

Batu was on his back on the operating table, wrapped by the
same form of restraints as Baray. “Just wait till the vard hears
about this,” he shouted. “They won’t leave this alone. Let me
free!” The NuHu just smiled at him, waved the drones onto
ledges at the edges of the surgical laboratory.

Batu pulled at the bonds, only to feel them tighten round his
limbs. Baray groaned, coming too, and he glanced at her. She
was ﬁghting her own bonds but her movements were weak,
jerky, and uncontrolled.
“Come now,” said Dyoralaym. “Remonstration is pointless
and will be found to be ineﬀectual. No matter how many
times you escape, I will see you here.”
Baray raised her head. “Someone amongst the vardari
arranged this for you.”

I should have realise, thought Batu. Only someone in a senior
position could arrange something with the Isori. He glared at
Dyoralaym. The vard won’t be the traitor, so who amongst the
ruling council is it?

Dyoralaym closed its eyes a moment: the ambient light faded
and the soft sound of waves and pure ﬂutes began. Stepping
in front of the bank of sensors, it stared intently at the
equipment, ran ﬁngers over holocontrols. A surgical
instrument suite morphed into being from the ceiling over

Batu’s head, the devices and limbs gruesomely sinister in their
organic twists and whorls. The binding vines wrapped tighter
around Batu, twisted his head round to stare at the ceiling and
forced themselves over his mouth and between his teeth
where they expanded to form a soft pad.
Batu felt panic, for once wished the Shamasai Shard would
intervene. Why is the Shard still dormant? Disconcertingly, his
stomach abruptly rumbled and he felt stabs of hunger.
“It’s really not a good idea to prod and poke at Batu,” said
Baray to the NuHu. “His Shamasai bionanocytes are far more
deadly than you realise – they’re barely held in check, not at
all like your tame Tsan Kiri biosilicon stuﬀ.”
“Our Isori constructs,” said Dyoralaym, “not Tsan Kiri. We are
merged, a synthesis.” It continued to study the sensors and
operating equipment.

A single, metallic needle grew rapidly from the amorphous
mass overhead towards Batu’s skull and he put aside all calm,
shrieked in fear, though the noise was muﬄed by the gag and
teeth guards. He wrenched against the restraints but merely
tore his muscles straining against the solidiﬁed tendrils. He
tried to use his aural implant. “MyShard, help me! Get Baray,
broadcast outside! Get anyone!” His comms implant was silent.
“No one will help you,” said Dyoralaym. “You are—”

Baray interrupted, her voice a snarl. “Listen, NuHu. You have
to stop. Any more stress and the Shamasai Shard will kick
back into action, cause untold damage.”

“Yet Batu survived previous incursions,” said Dyoralaym, his
voice calm. “His life is not in danger. Yet. Now, be silent.” At an
unspoken command, more restraints whipped from the wall
behind Baray, clamped her jaw shut and grew over her lips.
She tried to speak, but could only make an incoherent sound
similar to Batu’s.
Dyoralaym turned away from the displays and addressed the
pair of them. “We entered the Antares gate moments ago. We
are within the tunnel, unlikely to emerge into the Antares
photosphere for a good three hours. If anything happens the
ship will be destroyed by the star or the tunnel – and the
Senatex will not be over concerned about the gate to your
precious homeﬂeet shutting down, anyway.” Its smile turned
cold. “Not that I predict anything will go awry.” The NuHu
gestured towards the needle now almost touching Batu’s
forehead. “You should feel honoured. This equipment was
constructed uniquely for use on your delhreni prince, here.”

Batu stared towards the needle and its glinting, almost
invisible tip. It had halted, but his momentary relief was wiped
away as more thread-ﬁne needles grew until there was a
myriad of incredibly ﬁne spines framing his skull. He
whimpered. “MyShard, help! Do something!”

He was astonished when MyShard responded. “Batu, I am
trying to ﬁght oﬀ an Isorian nanophage inﬁltration – this
laboratory is dense with spore. As it is slowly building in
intensity, I surmise that the infestation is a preliminary
reconnaissance of your – well, our – capabilities. I estimate there
is a high probability it will be replaced by serial destructive
nanospore inserted directly into your brain.”
Batu almost choked. “My brain... serial what? Why?”

“To decode and deconstruct the fusion of Shamasai, SITAI and
Freeborn nanocytes and implants. I thought Baray explained.”
Freeborn and Family
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“That doesn’t help!”

“Sorry I cannot be more positive.”

“What about the dormant bionanocytes? Won’t they react to an
‘existential threat’, whatever it sees as such. Will they wake?”
“They are awake, Batu, but I do not know what they will do.”

“I really need some good news, MyShard. Lots of it. I’m going
to die.”

Dyoralaym’s face loomed over Batu. “I take it you are talking
to your shard interface,” it said. “Strange that you can still do
so, but I doubt it will help. The bionanocytes are not under
your control, are they?”

Batu felt the pangs of hunger return, weakness wash over
him and he felt his body relax as if drugged. Clarity returned
to his thinking. “MyShard: why has the NuHu not mentioned
the SITAI alterations? The military grade shielding and
offensive algorithms?”

“Insuﬃcient data for an accurate reply, Batu. I am not a full AI.”
“Just guess, MyShard.”

“Hmph. Very well.” MyShard was silent a moment. “The
Senatexis probably believes the SITAI alterations to be too
primitive to be of consequence.” MyShard made the sound
berath sucked in through teeth. “Batu, you need to be aware
the nanophages are entering through your skin pores and gag.”

“Thanks, I mean, really thank you for giving me such great news.”
MyShard’s voice faded, then came again. “Batu, the nanophages
are accelerating their assault. I am about to lose control.”
Batu’s body trembled uncontrollably, then grew hot as the
invasive Isorian nanophages began combating his radically
altered, personal shard. He convulsed as an agonising ﬁre
shot through every nerve. His scream of pain was muﬄed by
the gag.
The Senatexis watched him passively, as if observing a test
animal struggle in a trap.

Batu struggled to subvocalise. “Just override any isolation
protocols, MyShard, just—” He broke oﬀ, arched his back as
another wave of pain screamed up his spine. “Do it!”

Nothing happened. The needles grew closer, pushed into his
scalp, a myriad of pinpricks. Images ﬂashed by: the NuHu’s eyes
glazed over with a metallic sheen, a faraway look as data was no
doubt imaged directly into their optical centres. Batu shuddered
and his eyesight began to fade. “MyShard!” The internalised
command was little more than a scream. “I’m dying...” He
spasmed, his muscles straining against the bindings.
Then Batu’s ﬁngers and toes, then hands, feet, legs and arm
went numb. The pain faded, replaced by a complete lack of
any sensation. He felt as if he was ﬂoating on air, devoid of
physical contact with his body.

Dyoralaym frowned and examined the needles penetrating
Batu’s skull. “You should be unconscious, little human. Why
are you not in pain?” The Senatexis’ eyes defocused again and
shifting holodisplays sprang up around Batu’s head. “And why
are you still not connected to the laboratory’s shard? I am
being blocked...”
Batu felt his jaw move, could hear words echoed from his
speech centres through MyShard, but nothing except a
12
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muﬄed sound could be heard through his gag. “The
individuation of this shard is undergoing an existential threat.
Gathering data.” His eyes ﬁlmed over and he became blind;
sounds dimmed, overcome by a high-pitched tinnitus.
Dyoralaym’s scowl deepened. “Be quiet. Nociception will
decrease in line with lessening resistance.”

The voice came again through MyShard, Batu’s own jaws,
tongue and throat moving and speaking, but only so he could
hear. “Invasive nano-devices threatening instantiation.
Harnessing counter-measures. Co-operative defensive data and
combat nanites appropriated. Merging. Oﬀensive measures fully
integrated. Body mass will undergo temporary reduction until
external biomass is available.” His eyes cleared for a moment
and he saw a dust-coloured crust appear on the spines
inserted into his skull. The crust rapidly grew up the length of
the spines and into the semi-organic machine on the ceiling to
which they were attached.
Dyoralaym saw the growth and leapt back. I’ve never seen
alarm on a NuHu’s face before. Batu was surprised by the
thought, a simple realisation that he could think clearly and
calmly again.

“Batu,” said MyShard in its normal voice. “The Shamasai Shard
has fully integrated the SITAI combat nanites and algorithms and
merged everything with me and your vard-level counterspore.”
MyShard fell quiet and Batu felt his own jaw muscles work
again. “Defensive combinatory activities complete. Temporary
cognitive awareness is being restored to host.”

Batu felt control of his own jaw muscles return. “MyShard? Did
you hear that?”
“Yes, Batu. I am concerned the Shamasai Shard has adopted a
highly aggressive defensive strategy.”
“An all out attack?”

“Yes. Batu. I have to shut down to protect myself from them.”
The inward connection to MyShard went quiet, the words
SHARD INTERFACE OFFLINE momentarily appearing across his
vision before fading. Dust motes ﬁlled the air, spreading
outwards from Batu’s body. He glimpsed fragments of his
cloak and clothes ﬂoating in the air, turning to rags, then
disintegrating into sand-red dust that swirled towards
Dyoralaym and the equipment.

Dyoralaym pressed back against the wall of the laboratory in
horror. Its ﬁngers tapped a ﬂickering pattern of commands
against the sensors and instruments, but nothing happened.
They repeated the pattern and, for the ﬁrst time in his life,
Batu heard a NuHu swear, then panic: Dyoralaym ran out of his
sight, towards the door. There was the slap of a palm against
an emergency pad, more curses. The nano-drone raised itself
from its ledge to follow, but its exoskeleton was encrusted with
a dust-like growth and its motions were erratic.
Wherever the growth settled, it expanded, eating away the
material it found. The Shamasai bionanocytes are out of
control.
“Establishing contact with friendly shard.” Again, the weird
voice echoing from the muscles of his jaw and tongue via
MyShard’s aural interface.

“Batu, what’s happening?” It was Baray, now reconnected to
their normal comms link.

“Baray!” The nano-drone crashed to the ﬂoor. “The Shamasai
Shard has integrated every corrupted implant and infestation I
have. It’s running amok, looking for an ally.”

“Hmm. I think that’s me, boss. I’ve a basic comms implant and it’s
saying some strange things.” Baray paused. “Hold on, the ﬁbres
of the restraints are covered in dust, they’re disintegrating...”
Baray coughed something from her throat. “That tastes awful,”
she said, then loomed over Batu. She smiled as she clawed
away the restraints. “Can’t you get these oﬀ yourself?”
“I can’t move,” said Batu. His voice was little more than a
croak. “I can only just about speak.”

“More’s the pity,” said Baray, but the corner of her mouth
twitched. She checked him over. “You look ﬁne but… a little
skinny. And virtually naked – your clothes have almost
disintegrated.” There was a hammering against the door.
“Wait a moment.”

Baray turned to face the door and the Senatexis. “Can’t get
out, NuHu?” There was no reply. “I’m afraid your nanospore is
not under your control anymore.” She darted forward out of
Baray’s vision. There was a grunt, a crack, a whimper. “And no,
it’s too late to use the pistol.”
Baray reappeared, examined the growths around Batu’s skull,
and gently touched one. It disintegrated into dust, as did the
others around it. “I thought so. The dust has destroyed the
spines just like the restraints and moved on. Hold on, sire.”
She reached under Batu, lifted him into her arms. “You’ve lost
a lot of weight, really quickly.”

“Body mass used,” croaked Batu. He glanced down at his
body: it was emaciated, his thin frame encrusted in the
bionanocyte growth he remembered so well from Shamasai.
His ribs stuck out and Baray was right: his ﬁnery, his clothes
were almost all gone. “It’s temporary.” I hope. He caught sight
of the nano-drone on the ﬂoor: even as he watched the crust
of Shamasai dust spread over and consumed it.

Baray carried Batu to the door where Dyoralaym lay in a heap,
a dust-covered pistol beside him – or her. Already the NuHu

was covered in a thick layer of dust, the Shamasai spore using
the body and clothes to feed its expansion.
“Help me,” wheezed Dyoralaym. There was horror on its
face, a look of a torture. “So much pain. I’ve no connection
to the IMTel.”

“I should kill it,” said Baray. She bent at the knees and
scrabbled in the dust for the Isorian plasma pistol. She peered
over Batu's legs to check its indicators. “This seems to be
working. For me, too.” She leveled it at the NuHu.

“Wait,” croaked Batu. “Is your visual interface recording, Baray?”
“Should be,” said Baray. “Unless your ’cytes wiped that, too.”
“I doubt it. The Shamasai Shard – or whatever it is now –
thinks you’re a friend.” Batu glared at Dyoralaym. “Who
betrayed me?”
Dyoralaym grimaced, remained silent. “I am lost,” it
whispered. “No IMTel.”

“Force it to speak,” said Baray. “It’s covered in dust, which
suggests the bionanocytes may have access to it. Use the
Shamasai Shard, for once.”

Batu tried to open his connection to MyShard. Instead of
MyShard’s friendly tones he heard a coldly mechanical voice
in his ears. “Defensive measures instigated to protect primary
host. Integrating material; extending functionality through
partially functioning unit.” What does that mean? Movement
caught his eye: the dust-encrusted nano-drone was moving,
lifting itself on a now-active suspensor bed.

Baray whirled with him in her arms, almost dropped him as
she fumbled with the plasma pistol. The nano-drone hovered
in the air before them, then its surface rippled and it changed
shape. “Wait!” croaked Batu. “I think…”

The drone shifted so it faced Batu and spoke in the same voice
as the Shamasai Shard. “Nano-drone functionality integrated
to host shard.” At the same moment a message scrolled
across his lens implant: MYSHARD INTERFACE REBOOTING.

Isorian Andhak drones under the protection of an iso-drone
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Baray was breathing hard. “Tell me it’s friendly.” Despite Batu
in her arms, the pistol's aim remained steady on the drone.
“I hope so,” said Batu. “MyShard’s come online. I think the
Shamasai Shard is using the nano-drone as a primary means
of communication.” He switched to MyShard’s interface.
“MyShard? You up and awake?”
“Yes, Batu, though my interfaces with the Shamasai
bionanocytes have altered, yet again. It is in control of the
nano-drone, absorbed it into itself.”

“It’s friendly,” said Batu to Baray. “At least, as friendly as this
horriﬁc shard can be.” He looked down at the Senatexis, found
the movement painful. “Just tell me, Senatexis. I need to know
who betrayed us.” He glanced at the drone. “I’m not sure you
want to ﬁnd out what would happen, otherwise.”
“No,” whispered the NuHu. The drone hummed, hovered over
the Senatexis and extruded a tendril onto the NuHu’s skull.
The NuHu tried to move but a sand-coloured pseudopod
writhed round its neck. The NuHu arched its back, groaned in
pain and the growth extended a few more centimetres over
its face.

Shamasai Shard’s encrustations.

“It looks like they really annoyed the dust,” said Baray.
“Which way to the nearest escape pod, boss?”

“I don’t...” Batu trailed oﬀ. “MyShard? Can the Shard guide us?”
“Ask it yourself, Batu!”

“You are getting increasingly impertinent, MyShard.” Batu
turned to face the drone, was worried about being dropped
but Baray appeared to have a solid hold of him. How much do I
weigh, now? He kept his gaze away from his emaciated body.
The nano-drone was twisted and writhing in the air, its already
organic shape now warped by the growing protuberances.
Tendrils hung beneath it, writhing in the air as if sensing the
atmosphere. Or gathering in data from its own nanosphere. The
power of the Shamasai Shard struck him: it had slain a NuHu,
overcome a shipful of Isorian combat ‘phages and killed
numerous guards. He swallowed, nervously. “Drone, show us
the way out of here. We need an escape pod or a lifeboat, one
that can take us back through the gate to the Delhren system.”

“Wait,” said Batu.

The drone drifted out into the corridor over the dust-covered
bodies of the phase troopers. It turned right, and paused. The
air pulsed with its voice, a rasping tone, as if sheets of sand
were being shaken and rubbed together to produce the
sound. “Primary host and biologic assistant will follow.”

“Jarain Tridethe,” breathed Batu. “Head of Security. The traitor.”

Betrayal

The NuHu slumped, apparently unconscious.
“Doesn’t look good,” said Baray.

The NuHu raised its head again. Its eyes were blank, but it
spoke in a mechanical voice. “This sharded instance was in
co-operative mode with meta-shard Domas Tridethe,
instantiation Prince Jarain.”

“What a surprise,” said Baray, drily. “Our former boss. Now
can we go? We need to get ourselves to an escape boat.” She
nodded towards the door. “Can you open that?”

“No idea.” Batu examined the door: it was coated in a layer of
dust, the air around them hazy as if laden with mist. He stared
at the corrupted nano-drone. “Can you open the door for us?”
The drone let go of the limp Senatexis, then ﬂattened the
pseudopod against the door controls. The door ground open
but juddered to a halt half-way.
In the passage outside were the bodies of two Tsan Ra
troopers, their armour eaten away by the red-sand dust
coating the corridor. Their multiple limbs were covered in the
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“Thank you,” said Batu. He smiled at Baray. “You know, I think
we might survive after all.” She nodded, carried him after the
drone as it led them through the increasingly corroded and
lifeless corridors.
Jarain Tridethe dismissed his vardanari and let himself into his
private chambers. Tonight, he would be alone, his partners
claiming they would be away for the evening. No matter: he
needed the rest.
“Room: dim the lights. I want to relax.” His quarters obeyed,
light shading to the corners, soft sounds of tinkling chimes
and falling water rising into the air. The cabin air had a misty
look, like dust or a haze. “Perfect,” he said, threw oﬀ his cloak
and collapsed onto the snugsofa. “Chair: massage.” The chair
began rubbing his back and gentle suspensor presses rubbed
at his shoulders and temples. He closed his eyes, murmured
softly. “Aah. I need that.”

“He looks so relaxed,” said a female voice.

Jarain opened his eyes, startled to see a hooded shape
standing before him. “No, no,” said the ﬁgure. “Don’t get up.”
A drone hovered into view: part was dust-coloured, part a
sickly grey, its body a chaotic merge of half-retracted tendrils,
bulbous protrusions and encrustations. “You like my new
friend?” said the hooded shape.
There was something familiar about the husky voice but it did
not ﬁt the stooped and wasted ﬁgure. “Batu Delhren?”
“Of course.” Batu dropped his hood, glared down at Jarain
from sunken eye sockets. His hair and beard was white, his
skin pale.
Jarain stuttered, stopped himself, took a breath. His hand
began burrowing under the luxurious overcloths of the
snugsofa. “I’m pleased you’re safe.”
“No thanks to you.” Batu’s tone was bitter.
“Are you hurt? You look .... wasted.”

“Yes, I am blasted well hurt and I’ve lost more weight than you
can imagine. I’m really annoyed.”
Jarain smiled nervously and surreptitiously pushed his hand
further under the fabric. “I would be, too, if I were kidnapped
by the Isori.”
“Oh, stop it, Jarain.”

“Stop what?” said Jarain, innocently. His hand contacted
something, closed about it, then jerked back: he had wrapped
it round someone’s hand.
There was a chuckle from behind him. “I think Batu means you
should stop looking for your hold-out,” said Baray. She stepped
out from behind the snugsofa and waved his personal plasma
pistol in the air. “Not that this would work against Batu,
however. He’s a bit more diﬃcult to kill than you might think.”

“How dare you intrude on me like this, threaten me—” Jarain’s
tone was heavy with indignant arrogance. He made to stand
but a straight-arm from Baray thrust back.
“Sit down!” barked Batu. “And stop this charade of
righteous indignation. The Senatexis you were dealing with
is dead, and we’ve had to destroy a stupidly dangerous
nanosphere corruption.”

“I don’t know what—” In a sudden movement, Baray stepped
forward, slapped him and pulled back again, the pistol still
levelled at his head.
“Shut up!” snapped Baray. “You almost killed us. Batu, he
deserves to die, right now.” She glanced at the nano-drone.
“The Shamasi Shard could do with a feed.”
“Wait,” said Batu, his voice now calm.

“I’ll have you arrested.” Jarain’s eyes defocused. He looked
startled, then fear took over his features. “I’m cut oﬀ,” he
whispered. “My shard interface is oﬄine.”

“Worse that that,” said Batu. He waved to the haze in the air.
“This is dust from my nano-drone, a hideous blend of
bionanocytes. It’s taking almost all my concentration and
powers of persuasion to stop the dust spreading further. For
now, it’s blocked every interface to the Delhren nanosphere
and comms interfaces. We’re in a surveillance black hole.”

“Do you need a translation?” asked Baray. “It means
co-operate and sit still.”

A three-dimensional projection appeared in the dust,
shadowy ﬁgures of an encrusted laboratory, a dying NuHu.
The NuHu spoke, though the voice was ﬂat and distant.
“Domas Tridethe, instantiation Prince Jarain.” The image
swirled back to dust.

“That’s from Baray’s lens implant log,” said Batu. He raised a
hand as Jarain opened his mouth to speak. “Don’t, please.”

“That’s a neat trick with the dust,” said Baray, her attention
still on Jarain. Batu shrugged and pointed at the drone. Baray
continued. “Those were the Senatexis’ dying words. You are a
traitor, Jarain.” Her ﬁnger tightened on the trigger.
“No need,” said Batu, quietly. Baray nodded and lowered the
plasma pistol.
Seeing the weapon holstered, Jarain smiled and leant
forward. “How...?” he began, but that was the only word he
managed to utter as dust ﬂowed around his neck and
solidiﬁed. He choked and his eyes grew wide in terror.

“My, my,” said Baray. She looked impressed. “You really are
getting used to this nanosphere of yours, lord Batu.”

Batu frowned but made no other movement. Despite the lack
of gesture, the dust relaxed its hold. Jarain coughed. “That’s a
NuHu’s nanosphere control,” he gasped.

“Not quite,” said Batu. “It’s the dust the Shamasai Shard creates.
It absorbs energy and mass from – well, almost anything.”
“You have your own, fully operational nanosphere?” There
was fear in Jarain’s eyes.

Baray nodded, sat down on an arm of Jarain’s snugsofa and
folded her arms. “The thing is, Jarain, it’s not even his. The
truth is that Batu’s terriﬁed of his own drone and the spore.”

“It’s the Shamasai Shard,” said Batu, sadly. “Picked up on
that cursed planet, twisted by the Raya, corrupted further by
the SITAI combat nanites and algorithms, and finally forced
to defend itself against an Isorian that threatened to destroy
it.” He shook his head. “It’s a mess.” He sat down opposite
Jarain. “In many ways it’s your fault, Jarain, by forcing all the
mess inside of me to work together. The Shamasai
bionanocytes are built for long-term survival, the SITAI
stuff’s built for combat. When that’s combined with our
security-conscious Freeborn implants... “He sighed. “It’s
easier to just say it’s a mess.”
“And a hideous one at that,” added Baray.

Batu glanced at her and gave a half-smile. “Indeed.” He took a
deep breath. “The Shamasai Shard’s focused on me – I’m
caught in an argument between what I want and what the
Shard thinks I need.” He sagged in the chair as weariness
overcame him. “Jarain, I am not fully in control and, as Baray
said, I am terriﬁed of what it can do.”
Jarain swallowed. Baray smiled at the reaction and jumped to
her feet. “You awoke a monster, Jarain Tridethe, a monster
that killed a NuHu, a shipload of Isorians, wrecked a frigate
and allowed us to escape in a lifeboat.”
Jarain pointed to the drifting specs of dust. “And it’s
infecting the Radiance?” There was now real fear in his tone.
Freeborn and Family
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“Not quite yet, Jarain. Just you.” Baray glanced at Batu and he
nodded wearily. “Jarain, my lord Batu wants compensation
and I’m pretty sure you can accommodate him.” Jarain tried
to speak and she raised a ﬁnger. “No, no.. Please don’t accept
just yet –wait until we’ve ﬁnished.”

“I’m sorry,” said Batu. “That’s a trick the Senatexis taught the
Shamasai Shard: pain induction. I really wish it wouldn’t
demonstrate the technique as it’s unpleasant to watch – to
say the least.”

“Not quite,” said Batu, “Right now I’m holding back the
Shamasai Shard. You have no idea what it wants to do to
protect me.”

“How should I know?” said Batu. “Probably what your
interrogation protocols taught me: analysing your involuntary
responses, brain patterns or through your own implants. The
shard’s intelligent, absorbed the interrogation manuals I
downloaded, as well.” He sagged against Baray’s support. “I’m
hungry, Baray. Let’s get some food.”

“An invasive nanosphere!” gasped Jarain. “It’ll wipe us out.”

“It will destroy the Home Fleet,” hissed Jarain. “You’re
the traitor.”

Batu coughed and wheezed. “No. I’m still Prince Batu and I’m
still Delhren. Jarain, the Shard has taken exception to you as a
threat. I’m the only thing holding back the Shamasai Shard.” He
turned to face the nano-drone as if listening to something it said
that only he could hear. “Fine. The shard wants to demonstrate.”
Dust swirled around Jarain. The security chief gasped in pain
and clasped his hands to his chest. “My heart,” he croaked. He
shook with fear and turned pale.
Baray stepped up beside Batu, lifted him and laid his arm over
her shoulder. “Time to go, sire.”
Batu leant on her and continued his lecture. “Jarain, the
bionanocytes have infected you.” He waved weakly at the
haze around them. “This lot will be cleansed by our
nanosphere dampeners, but the stuﬀ in you can’t be removed
– as you know, because you tried to remove them from me.”
Baray helped him towards the door. “The diﬀerence between
us, Jarain, is that I’m the sort of self-serving, cowardly person
the Shamasai Shard likes: it knows I’ll protect them just by
being me, a sort of survival pact. You, though.” He shrugged.
“You’re a selﬁsh, manipulative skark who’ll cross anyone for
your own ends, including the infestation. And it knows that,
too.” Jarain collapsed sideways on the couch, croaking, his
mouth opening and closing without words. “Sorry. Drone,
please ease up on him.”
Jarain gasped as the pressure released. He pushed himself
back up on the snugsofa but was now panting with fear. “Are
you going to kill me?”
“Don’t be silly,” said Baray. “You’re going to retire to the
delights of Moralan Down Port on Delhren III.”
“Retire?”

“Yes,” said Batu. “You’ll also recommend Baray for promotion
to Commander, give her a ship – a frigate – and assign her a
roving brief as part of vardos security, an independent shard
of the Delhren. And you’ll not say a word.”
“My heart can be replaced.”

“You’re not listening,” said Batu. Jarain abruptly went rigid
with pain, gasped, then shook as agony ﬂared across his skin.
He screamed, felt his muscles spasm and collapsed. He curled
up in pain, fell onto the ﬂoor but the pain kept building to a
level where he could scream no more. He felt himself on the
verge of blacking out...
Then the pain faded. Jarain whimpered in relief and tried to
push himself back up again but his limbs would not respond.
The agony had left him drained. He looked up at Batu and the
hovering drone in fear.
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“How?” gasped Jarain. He still could not move, his limbs
numbed by the pain.

Baray led Batu to the door of the suite, left him leaning up
against the wall and came back to Jarain. She leant over him,
whispered in his ear. “He may be restraining the Shamasai
Shard, Jarain, but he can’t restrain me. He thinks too many
questions will be asked, that people with react in panic and do
something stupid. Like you did.”
Baray stepped back, dismantled the pistol and threw it on
the snugsofa. “Remember this, Jarain. The Shamasai
infestation can’t be removed from your body. Either do as
we say, or it will kill you. Or I will. Understand?” Jarain
nodded, the memory of the pain still visible in his anxious
glances towards Batu.

Baray grunted and returned to support Batu. “Resign, retire
and recommend,” she said. “Three ‘R’s. Easy to remember, so
don’t forget.”
Jarain found he could speak, again. “I’ll do it,” he croaked.
“But, whatever you think, I am still loyal to the vardos.” He
paused. “But why don’t you stay here and guard the ﬂeet?”

“I can’t,” said Batu, bitterly. “Some of what I do matches that
of a NuHu, but I’m not fully in control. That’s why Baray needs
a frigate: I’ll go with her – a voluntary exile.” The door
morphed open to show an empty corridor. “I’m a risk to the
ﬂeet, Jarain, a danger to my domas, Vard Ordaichen and the
whole vardos. This, though”—he gestured weakly round him,
at the ship—”was my home and I’m still vardari. Whatever I
am, it’s still my family, I’m still Freeborn.”

His voice turned cold. “You may consider me unworthy, Jarain,
but I am still a Delhren of the Delhren. And I will always
protect my family.” The door closed behind him, leaving the
threat – and the dust – hanging in the air.

